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Modes of Memorialising: from Balfour and the Great War to Trump and Brexit 
For BALH: Local History News 2019 
John Bibby, York 
Summary:    History has impact, and historians have responsibilities to consider the impacts of what they say, write, and do. 
Centenaries and celebrations are particularly hazardous in this regard. 
Two examples are given: the Great War Memorialisations which have dominated recent UK popular history, and the 1917 
Balfour Declaration which “view(ed) with favour the establishment in Palestine of a national home for the Jewish people”. 
Both these examples, it is argued, have validated narrow nationalistic arguments which ultimately impacted upon Brexit 
and Trumpism. More inclusive memorialisation of the Great War might have changed the outcome of the 2016 UK 
referendum and American election; more inclusive reportage of the Balfour Letter might have changed the subsequent 
history of Palestine and Israel. 
The recent history “boom” 
The First World War has led to a booming of popular interest in history over the recent centenary years. The interaction 
between family history and local history has been particularly remarkable. Few towns or villages have been spared detailed 
investigations into local impact: Who went to war? Who was killed when and where? What about the ‘Home Front’ and the 
role of women? 
These large national research investments have had their impact on the popular psyche – people are now far more 
historically conscious, particularly of centenaries, than they were ten years ago. But how sound is that consciousness, and 
how does affect what is happening  today? (“History happens in the present but is written in the past”.) 
Within the First World War, one particular event was the so-called “Balfour Declaration” of November 1917. However, if 
99% of the British population have heard much in recent years about the Great War, the same 99% probably little or 
nothing about Balfour. 
Even less well-known yet arguably more important than the Balfour Declaration was the Sykes-Picot Agreement of 1916. 
This carved up the post-war Middle East and has scarcely been noted in the centenary commemorations. The “Borders and 
Beyond in the Middle East” (BABITME) conference in York in June 2016 may be cited as one honourable exception. 
(Statement of Interest: the author was involved in organizing this conference.) Papers at BABITME differed from most 
centenary commemorations in three distinctive ways: 
 They emphasized that WW1 was a World War, not just a European war. 90% of UK commemorations have focussed 
on the Somme and the Western Front before the US was engaged; BABITME papers by contrast emphasised the 
African, Indian and Japanese theatres. 
 BABITME papers focused on big issues which are still germane today: borders, migrants, refugees, religion, oil. 
 BABITME emphasised how the Great War was above all a War of Imperialisms. Empires came and went as a result: 
Ottoman, Russian, German, Austro-Hungarian, British, Chinese  and American empires were all massively changed. 
How many British commemorations of WW1 even mention  the above issues – imperialism, Africa or the Far East, and the 
role of civilians (except for British civilians, who after all were only tangentially impacted)? 
By contrast – and I apologise if I tread on lots of toes here -  the general UK consciousness of WW1 is repetitive, banal and 
nationalistic. The idea of a world view is notably absent. How has this happened? 
It is unfortunate that WW1 centenaries coincided with the Brexit “debates”. The centenary consciousness defined 
Europeans as enemies or wimps. In 2015-2016 these nations  were again the enemy of Brexit. I conjecture that if the World 
War One commemorations had been more inclusive and less nationalistic, then the Brexit debates would have been 
different. (I accept that some professional historians have gone outside the mainstream and investigated world-themes, but 
these have been relatively slight in quantity and in impact. For every column-centimetre on WW1 foreign civilians, column-
miles have been written on “Our Brave Boys”.) 
 
From Balfour to Brexit 
The focus on “banal, nationalistic” (including local) themes may also have confused the popular imagination regarding ‘big’ 
issues of World War One. In particular, different wars get mixed up. All we know is that Germany was the enemy and the 
French were wimps. “Was Dunkirk before or after the Somme?” is a difficult question to answer, as are questions about the 
holocaust and the centenary. Both show a startling ignorance and a worrying lack of impact from the massive volume of 
work and resources that have been devoted to memorializing the Great War. 
British war memorials reinforce the “banal nationalism” of which I complain. I would welcome a serious international study 
on the discourse of war memorials and war rememberings. In Slovenia I noted memorials that focussed on the political and 
worldwide impact of war rather than upon individual tragedies. The few German, French and Palestinian books that I have 
looked at on WW1 stress two things that British books omit: 
1. There was  “another side” which also had its own legitimate interests 
2. Most victims were not military (who are the only ones commemorated in the UK), but foreign civilians whose 
lives were upturned by invading armies of both sides. 
The Balfour Letter is perhaps an extreme example. Calling it a “Declaration” is part of a tendentious discourse which 
aggrandizes a brief personal letter from Arthur Balfour to Lord Rothschild. Subsequent UK discourse, especially since WW2,  
has tended to uncritically regard the letter as essentially a beneficent act to a persecuted people: see e.g. the triumphalist 
celebrations of November 2017 ( www.balfour100.org   Verily, “History is written by the Victors”.) Most commentaries 
ignore: 
 Opposition from Arab already in Palestine, ,many of them Christians. 
 Opposition from pre-Balfour Jews in Palestine and from British Jews who felt their  UK identity would be threatened by 
a “Jewish state” on disputed land. 
 Britain’s world-political need for Jewish support in 1917–  threats from Germany in the Middle East,  the key role of the 
military chemist Chaim Weizmann, and American Jewry. 
Following from the above it is but one step to the demonisation of Arabs and of Muslims which coloured the Brexit 
atmosphere of 2015-2016, filled as it was with images and fears of large refugee flows not unrelated to oil and imperialistic 
adventures both ancient and modern. There is thus a clear thread of misplaced history which leads “From Balfour to Brexit”, 
and historians have much to answer for! 
Malevolent or Maleficent? 
There are of course differences between benevolent and beneficent. The one implies deliberate intention; the other relates 
to impact rather than intent (‘volent’ = wishing; ‘ficent’ = doing).  Similar differences may apply between malevolent and 
maleficent even if the latter word does not exist (except apparently as the title of a 2014 American dark fantasy film). What 
can be claimed about the impact of Balfour and Great War Memorialisation (GWM) if the arguments given above are 
credited with validity? 
Here I draw a distinction between the two. Arguably the impact of GWM was merely maleficent – its bad impact was not 
intended. However, Balfour’s Memorialisation has become so tightly integrated into national myth-making about the 
foundation of Israel that deliberate intent is evident. To develop this argument further would require a historical analysis of 
Balfour’s memorialization – How was it reported at the time; How did the reportages develop as Middle Eastern political 
realities evolved? How do Palestinian and Israeli histories of Balfour differ? These questions underline the important impact 
which history and historians can have. 
 
